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Thank you 
The adage goes that there is nothing certain except death and taxes but in our industry, change and adap-
tation have always been a necessity to survive. And now, in 2023, the current buzzwords are “change” and 
“caution.” For years now, our creative industry has demonstrated great resiliency through the challenge of 
COVID and, more recently, new turbulence with war, inflation, and seismic shifts in business models. While 
the world faces all sorts of upheaval - social, environmental, and financial – we at Blue Ant are reminded of 
our gratitude for our long-standing relationships and amazing partners. You remain our core priority, and we 
remain determined to bring you the best stories from the global creative market.

We are proud to showcase ripped from the headlines Casey Anthony: Where The Truth Lies and Citizens At 
War: A Year In Ukraine, and long running returnable franchises such as Mysteries From Above and The Killer 
In My Family. We remain committed to natural history with the launch of Ireland’s Wild Islands (which comes 
as both blue-chip, and featuring Irish talent Eoin Warner), ground-breaking science with Lift The Ice, fascinat-
ing history with The Black Death With Dan Snow, aspirational lifestyle with Dubai: Buying The Dream and the 
massively entertaining Bollywed.

In the pages of this catalogue, we hope that you will discover content that holds up a mirror to our society 
and to ourselves. Content that is led by a diverse range of talent and access-driven stories. Content that will 
help you further connect with your audience. We look forward to seeing you in person and helping you find 
the right content solutions for your platforms’ needs.

blue
ant 
media

New Releases
Spring 2023
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6 x 60’ HD
WAR, HUMAN INTEREST
Original Broadcaster: ZDF, TFI Histoire
Producer: GTV, TILT, Film.UA

For the last year, the filmmakers of Kyiv’s most presti-
gious film production house have fanned out to the front-
lines to record the fate of their nation. The result is this 
astonishing series which features exclusive and very per-
sonal interviews with the Ukrainian President, Volodymyr 
Zelensky, and his wife, Olena. This documentary details 
the trauma and triumphs of the war-torn Ukraine and its 
people. CITIZENS AT WAR includes powerful interviews 
with men and women whose lives were turned upside 
down by the war, including a beauty queen turned dead-
ly sniper, a Russian soldier terrified by unexpected resis-
tance against his convoy en route to Kyiv, and the sole 
Ukrainian survivor of a mass execution committed by 
Russian soldiers in Bucha. The war in Ukraine has been 
waging for more than a year, and CITIZENS AT WAR has 
been there to capture it all.

Citizens 
At War: 
A Year In 
Ukraine

https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/808387727/34c5aa7777
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3 x 60’ 4K
CRIME, HUMAN INTEREST
Original Broadcaster: Peacock
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

A decade after being acquitted of murdering her daugh-
ter in a court decision that enraged millions and earned 
her the moniker “America’s Most Hated Mom,” Casey 
Anthony is ready to tell her story in her own words. 
Through a close examination of her version of events, 
exclusive interviews with people deeply involved in the 
case, including the officers who initially charged Casey, 
and unprecedented access to Casey herself, CASEY AN-
THONY: WHERE THE TRUTH LIES, offers a jaw-drop-
ping new perspective on the untimely death of 2-year-
old Caylee Anthony. 

Casey 
Anthony: 
Where 
The Truth 
Lies

https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/808386103/e0336ca78f
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3 x 60’ 4K  
HUMAN INTEREST
Original Broadcaster: Amazon Prime UK 
Producer: Firecrest Films

THREE MOTHERS, TWO BABIES AND A SCANDAL tells the 
complex and compelling story of the internet adoptions of twin 
babies, by two separate families on two different continents, 
and the Trans-Atlantic custody battle and media storm that 
ensued. Through intimate testimony, the women at the heart of 
what happened speak together to tell their stories for the first 
time. The docuseries revisits the thorny twists and turns in a 
custody case for twin girls, through each of the mothers’ eyes: 
Tranda, the birth mother, Vickie, the American adoptive mother 
and Judith, the Welsh adoptive mother.

Three Mothers, Two 
Babies And A Scandal

A GRAND ROYAL DESIGN is an exclusive, inside look at a 
secret project that King Charles has been working on for 
over a decade—the purchase and ambitious restoration 
of Dumfries House, a rundown estate in one of the most 
deprived parts of the UK, with the goal of instilling hope and 
pride to a community. Filmed over ten years and featuring 
the last footage of the King with Queen Elizabeth in a casual 
setting, this blue-chip documentary follows the King’s intrepid 
and painstaking journey during the restoration that, in turn, 
changed the fortunes of an entire community.

A Grand Royal Design

1 x 60’ HD
BIOGRAPHY, DOCUMENTARY
Original Broadcaster: ITV
Producer: B4Films

https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/809125552/06562a5c25
https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/808380044/46880b0726
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As Prince Charles, he was Britain’s longest serving heir appar-
ent. As he ascends the throne as King, those who know him well 
discuss what he achieved as the Prince of Wales and how he will 
adapt to his role as Britain’s reigning monarch. This royal family 
documentary, which includes archive footage and intimate inter-
views with the then Duchess of Cornwall and Prince of Wales, 
highlights the impact that he had on Britain as heir to the throne. 

1 x 60’ HD
ROYALS, BIOGRAPHY
Producer: Touchdown Films

Born To
Be King

The real story behind hit drama series A Spy Among Friends. This documentary on 
Kim Philby, and his fellow Cambridge traitors, reveals the worst spy ring in history. 
From Cold War Washington to contemporary Moscow, Beirut backstreets to Buck-
ingham Palace, the story is as gripping as any espionage thriller. The treachery of the 
privileged Philby, Burgess, Maclean, and Blunt shows how old school ties blinded the 
British establishment. Contributors include ex-officers from MI5, CIA and KGB who lift 
the lid on their secret tradecraft, and shed light on the ongoing threat from espionage. 
Ben Macintyre, author of the book behind the drama, is lead contributor.

1 x 60’ HD
HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY
Original Broadcaster: ITVX
Producer: Wingspan Productions

The Real Spies
Among Friends

https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/808381962/408841e0e5
https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/809125367/f6a8c748d1
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PRINCE ANDREW: BANISHED unpacks the tumultuous story of how Prince 
Andrew, Duke of York - formerly regarded as the attractive, beloved son of 
Queen Elizabeth II and a decorated naval officer - eventually became the man 
responsible for disgracing the 1200-year legacy of the British Royal Family. 
Through new interviews with palace insiders, journalists, members of Andrew’s 
social circle, and the legal teams that ultimately brought his actions to light, the 
documentary takes a deep dive into the world of privilege, jealousy, desire, and 
greed that pushed Andrew; first, into the orbit of notorious sex offenders Jeffrey 
Epstein and Ghislaine Maxwell, and then into a sordid sex trafficking scandal 
that threatens to bring down the House of Windsor. 

Prince Andrew:
Banished

1 x 90’ 4K
CRIME, INVESTIGATION
Original Broadcaster: Peacock
Producer: Blue Ant Studios

A brand-new true crime series with unique access to video foot-
age that leads to the conviction of killers around the world. Each 
case is pieced together like a jigsaw puzzle, as we link the CCTV, 
home surveillance, police bodycam and mobile phone footage 
that builds the evidence to trap the killer. Police and legal teams 
explain how the latest technology allows them to create a visual 
montage of evidence for the prosecution. Every lens, from door-
bell cams to dashcams to security cameras…all capturing crucial 
moments of bad decisions and pure evil. KILLERS CAUGHT ON 
CAMERA gives us a unique view into the heart of a crime - right 
as it’s being committed.

Killers Caught
On Camera

10 x 60’ HD
CRIME, INVESTIGATION
Original Broadcaster: CBS UK, Filmrise
Producer: back2back tv

https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/745796116/548d1a704a
https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/809114742/fceedd8036
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MURDER ON THE FRINGE explores the murders that 
mainstream media has largely ignored, bringing to life 
the gripping true stories of crime from within society’s 
marginalized communities. The series explores the hor-
rific story of the eight men killed by Bruce McArthur, the 
bizarre circumstances that led to the murder of adult film 
producer Bryan Kocis (aka King Cobra), and the injus-
tices suffered by Moka Dawkins, a sex worker put on trial 
for killing her attacker.

6 x 60’ | 3 x 120’ HD
CRIME, INVESTIGATION
Original Broadcaster: OUTtv
Producer: Yap Films

2 x 60’ | 1 x 120’ HD
CRIME
Original Broadcaster: C&I UK
Producer: Transistor Films

On the eve of Valentine’s Day 2021, a birthday celebration 
in a sleepy beachside resort ended in murder. Within 
hours, recordings of the aftermath and a shocking 
confession were shared globally, and the world was 
gripped by the story of Penny Jackson and her victim. 
Jackson murdered her ex-army officer husband, David, 
coldly stabbing him on three separate occasions over an 
18-minute period, all whilst on the phone to emergency 
services. This special, brought to you by the creators of I 
Am A Killer, documents the stunning saga of the BLACK 
WIDOW.

Barristers Black Widow
Every year in the UK, 2 million criminal cases are 
brought before the courts – and for those in the dock, 
only one thing stands between freedom and a prison 
cell: The Defenders. From murder to international drugs 
smuggling to violent assault, this ground-breaking series 
follows some of the country’s leading defence barristers 
as they fight for clients charged with serious crimes, and 
reveals just what it takes to keep the scales of justice 
balanced and defend individuals whose liberty is on the 
line.

3 x 60’ HD
HUMAN INTEREST, CRIME
Original Broadcaster: Channel 4
Producer: Spring Films 

THE KILLER IN MY FAMILY is a gripping series that 
examines crimes through the lens of the killer’s fam-
ily members. Mixing the horrific details of the crimes 
committed with the sometimes happy memories, each 
episode charts the killer’s horrific descent from family 
member to murderer from a very personal point of view.

26 x 60’ HD 
CRIME
Original Broadcaster: Discovery Quest Red
Producer: Woodcut Media

New Season

The Killer In 
My Family

Murder On
The Fringe

https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/808380945/af658e9d0e
https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/809126149/4de90aca21
https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/359652616/703b07a773
https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/804031510/069bd475fd
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8 x 60’ HD
PARANORMAL, UNEXPLAINED, MILITARY
Original Broadcaster: Science Channel (Discovery US)
& Cottage Life
Producer: Blue Ant Studios in association with
Catalyst and Blue Ant Media

With the recent declassification of military records, 
service women and men are coming forward for the first 
time to share eyewitness tales of unexplained events 
from the front lines - events for which no training could 
have prepared them. From mystifying lights to terrify-
ing apparitions, to mechanical mysteries and more, this 
series launches viewers into the action in an immer-
sive way. These are the people in uniform who come 
into close contact with the unexplained, and who now 
feel compelled to come forward. Scientific and military 
experts shed light on each story, exploring scientific ex-
planations for what could have happened, in a quest for 
closure for these heroes.

Mission:
Unexplained

https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/809115086/6dabd283cf
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Under the creative guidance of master of horror Eli Roth, this an-
thology series showcases classic urban legends as you’ve never 
seen them before. Based on widely shared “true” stories that hap-
pened to a friend of a friend, each episode of URBAN LEGEND is 
a mini-horror film full of suspense and tension. Featuring lurking 
psychopaths, murderous mysteries, creepy creatures and twisting 
tales, these disturbing legends prey on our most deeply embed-
ded fears to shock and terrify.

Urban Legend

8 x 60’ HD
PARANORMAL, UNEXPLAINED
Original Broadcaster: Discovery US, CTV Canada
Producer: Cream Productions

Few things are more profound than the quiet bond between a 
person and their pet. But what if an evil presence takes hold of 
the animal and uses the trusted companion to get to us? ELI 
ROTH PRESENTS: MY POSSESSED PET explores the true, terri-
fying tales of what happens when evil spirits, curses and demons 
take over family pets. Each episode will follow the chilling and 
deeply personal story of someone who has had their profound 
and loving relationship ripped apart by supernatural forces be-
yond their control.

Eli Roth Presents:
My Posessed Pet

4 x 60’ HD
PARANORMAL
Original Broadcaster: Discovery+
Producer: Cream Productions

https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/809125600/2243bba763
https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/809112525/3c44257643
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Two brothers hit the road in their fixer-upper vintage RV for a 
3600-mile coast-to-coast road trip. At each stop along the way, 
they’re dreaming up and building creative, one-of-a-kind additions 
and improvements to their vacation home on wheels. From hot 
tubs that you can wear to amphibious sleeping tents that transform 
lakes into potential campgrounds to a wood-fired smoker that 
pumps out delicious meats while driving, the brothers pull back the 
curtain on the highly-curated phenomenon of #vanlife to reveal an 
open road full of possibility and hilarity.

10 x 30’ 4K
LIFESTYLE, DIY
Producer: Farmhouse Productions & Brojects NS Ltd

Brojects: Road House
Filmed over a year on the Greek island of Skiathos, HOME 
GREEK HOME follows TV presenter Sarah Moore as she fulfills 
her dream of owning a house abroad. After buying a house with 
only having seen it online, Sarah takes on a derelict renovation 
project in a foreign country - while dealing with all of the com-
plications that can arise from different building rules and regula-
tions. This six-part series charts the highs and lows of taking on a 
tricky rebuild project in a conservation area, and follows Sarah as 
she battles to renovate using traditional materials and saving as 
much of the original character of the house as she can.

6 x 60’ HD
LIFESTYLE, PROPERTY
Original Broadcaster: More4
Producer: Friel Kean Films

Home Greek Home

https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/809113683/d889d10412
https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/808386082/abc19d6c3c
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Deep in the woods, an elite gang of highly-skilled woodwork-
ers, carpenters and cabinet makers have joined forces to create 
beautiful items of furniture for deserving recipients. In each 
episode, three visitors are welcomed into a magical woodland 
workshop, where they tell the story of a friend, neighbour or 
relative who they feel deserves an expertly hand-crafted gift. Our 
experts get to work, utilising all the skills of their craft, as they 
lovingly bring their stunning creations to life. When the visitors 
return with their friend or relative in tow, we reveal the newly 
crafted gift in all its splendour.

16 x 60’ HD FORMAT AVAILABLE
LIFESTYLE
Original Broadcaster: Discovery+ UK
Producer: Ricochet Productions

Kings Of The Wood
Nothing beats life on the lake. LAKEFRONT LUXURY is the 
ultimate escape from the hustle and bustle of the daily grind with 
stunning views, gorgeous waterfronts, and serene sunsets. With 
unlimited budgets and endless wish-lists, each episode takes you 
on a tour of three opulent properties, as potential buyers weigh 
their options and ultimately decide which home is the one for 
them.

40 x 30’ HD FORMAT AVAILABLE
LIFESTYLE, PROPERTY
Original Broadcaster: A&E, Bravo, Cottage Life
Producer: Nikki Ray Media Agency

Lakefront Luxury

New Season

https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/262984368/cda88bc789
https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/742343585/45d47f1f96
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ORDER UP! follows Fresh Off the Boat star Hudson 
Yang on the ultimate chef apprenticeship crash course 
across America and then to Singapore. Having a full-time 
acting career, Hudson must compress the classic chef 
apprenticeship. Hudson travels America to visit several 
renowned, accomplished chefs and restaurants, before 
flying to Singapore to tackle even harder and unique 
challenges in an unfamiliar setting.

8 x 60’ 4K HDR
FOOD, COOKING, CULTURE
Original Broadcaser: Insight TV
Producer: Beach House Pictures

Order
Up!

https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/749325410/41979561dc
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An aspirational, superglamourous reality series, show-
casing the high-stakes drama and fabulous properties 
of Dubai’s No. 1 Real Estate company. Set in the most 
luxurious, hottest, property market in the world, this 
real-world format sees a group of massively ambitious 
agents, both established and new, compete for eye-wa-
tering commissions - often over £100,000 tax free for just 
one sale.

6 x 60’ HD
LIFESTYLE, PROPERTY, REALITY
Original Broadcaster: Channel 4
Producer: Angel Eye Media

Dubai:
Buying
The
Dream

https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/808393449/1c2601bc14
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BOLLYWED is a heartwarming series centred around 
the Singh Family, who have been operating their bridal 
shop, Chandan Fashion, for the past 37 years. The series 
shines a fascinating light on the booming and glamorous 
world of Bollywood culture and the $70 billion a year 
South Asian wedding industry. From sacred rituals, intri-
cately choreographed dancing, and of course, the many 
outfit changes with the most extravagant and beautiful 
designs, BOLLYWED offers an authentic glimpse into an 
intergenerationally run family business. There’s plenty of 
old-school-meets-new-school drama and laughs as two 
generations take on the ever-changing and extravagant 
world of South Asian weddings.

10 x 30’ HD
LIFESTYLE, FASHION, REALITY
Original Broadcaster: CBC
Producer: Hearthat Entertainment

Bollywed

https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/808379634/314e3f6d10
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Each year hundreds of international brands shoot their adver-
tising campaigns in the idyllic city of Cape Town. THE BEAUTI-
FUL PEOPLE follows a group of American, British and Brazilian 
fashion models who travel to the city to cash in on the summer 
season. Each episode delves into the reality of their day-to-day 
interactions as they attempt to find work, friends  and build their 
careers over a 3 month period. Featuring appearances from The 
Model Agency’s Carole White and America’s Next Top Model’s 
Aminat Ayinde, the show offers viewers a true reality check on 
the business of selling your looks.

The Beautiful People

10 x 60’ 4K
LIFESTYLE, REALITY
Producer: Greenwall Productions

Jim Belushi is an actor, a singer, a dancer, a writer, and a family 
man. Now, he’s ready to wear another hat— cannabis farmer! 
Determined to heal the world and her ailments by growing this 
magical plant, Jim believes the medicine in cannabis can bring 
peace and healing to all who need it. With the help of Captain 
Jack, the weed dealer for the cast of Saturday Night Live, a farm 
full of misfits, and even fellow Blues Brother Dan Aykroyd, Jim 
sets on a whirlwind mission to get a foothold in the oversaturated 
cannabis market. Will Jim Belushi be able to achieve his ultimate 
goal of healing people with medicine from the earth, or will his 
venture go up in smoke?

Growing Belushi

6 x 60’ HD
ENTERTAINMENT
Original Broadcaster: Discovery US
Producer: Original Productions & Live Nation Productions

New Season

https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/809116109/5de495d905
https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/527862392/62110119bf
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I HAVE NOTHING is a show about amateur abilities and 
enormous ambitions. The series follows Carolyn Taylor 
on her quest to pursue her wildest dream - even when 
she doesn’t have the talent or skills (or basic knowledge) 
to realize them. Fuelled by her unhealthy obsession with 
the 1988 Winter Olympics, Carolyn has a burning desire 
to choreograph the perfect pairs figure skating routine 
to Whitney Houston’s iconic song “I Have Nothing”. 
Light-hearted, nostalgic, and full of high stakes, I HAVE 
NOTHING culminates in a professional performance 
of Carolyn’s routine, in front of an audience of Olympic 
heavyweights. Supported by her friend and professional 
comedian, Mae Martin, Carolyn dives into the routine 
with guidance from legends Sandra Bezic, Brian Orser, 
Kurt Browning, Katarina Witt, David Pelletier, Ekaterina 
Gordeeva, Tara Lipinski, Kristi Yamaguchi, and Adam 
Rippon.

6 x 30’ HD
COMEDY, REALITY, SPORTS
Original Broadcaster: Crave
Producer: Blue Ant Media in association with Bell Media, 
Catalyst and Blue Ant Studios North

I Have
Nothing

https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/809188182/34d5a5f6ec
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7 x 60’ HD
TRANSACTIONAL, ENGINEERING, AUTOMOTIVE
Original Broadcaster: BBC2
Producer: Grant Wardrop Productions

This six-part series follows ex-special forces soldier 
turned custom vehicle builder Titch Cormack and his 
team as they take on a range of mechanical challeng-
es to convert often broken and battered machines into 
beautiful bespoke vehicles.  Vehicles which are ready 
for any adventure on wheels. One week they are refur-
bishing the oldest Land Rover Defender on the English 
Mountain Rescue fleet, while the next they are support-
ing injured veterans on a 1000km off-road drive through 
the Sahara desert.  The series is filled with heart, ca-
maraderie and fun as Titch and his team take on any 
challenge in THE SPEEDSHOP.

The
Speedshop

https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/749998638/136f555d80
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Rising like emerald jewels off the far edge of Europe, 
Ireland’s western isles have always been places apart 
– the last scraps of rock before the void of the Atlantic 
Ocean. For millennia, Ireland was the very edge of the 
known world and her Atlantic islands were another step 
again - the final stop for countless animals before they 
disappeared into the mists of the western ocean on 
their ceaseless journeys of life. With the animal world 
collapsing around the globe, many experts look to these 
deserted islands as some of nature’s last strongholds, 
that are to be treasured long into the future. This series 
blends magnificent imagery with intimate animal insights 
to create a truly breathtaking series about Ireland’s most 
special wild places. Each episode of IRELAND’S WILD 
ISLANDS will weave stunning natural history and envi-
ronmental themes, with traditional folklore and history 
to bring each island’s story to life. In the hosted version, 
Eoin Warner takes us on an informative journey across 
these secluded islands.

2 x 60’ BLUE CHIP | 3 x 60’ HOSTED 4K HDR
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature, ARTE, RTE, SVT
Producer: Crossing The Line

Ireland’s
Wild
Islands

https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/809112461/d1b9bfa15b
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Narrated by Matthew McConaughey, DEEP IN THE HEART is a 
visually stunning celebration of Texas wildlife. Told through the 
eyes of animals ranging from the mysterious blind catfish to the 
elusive ocelot, the film showcases Texas’ most spectacular land-
scapes and natural events. Featuring state-of-the-art cinematog-
raphy, this family-friendly film flows from the high peaks in West 
Texas, through aquifers, rivers, and bays, and deep into the Gulf 
of Mexico. DEEP IN THE HEART shows both the natural beauty 
of an iconic state and its ecological importance at a continental 
scale.

Deep In The Heart

1 x 60’ | 1 x 120’ 4K HDR
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Fin & Fur Films

In this dramatic series, we follow three animal matriarchs as they 
protect their families while surviving one of the worst droughts in 
twenty years. Samburu is home to the Royals - an elephant family 
struggling to survive in the face of a landscape turning to dust. In 
Laikipia, wild dog matriarch Phoenix introduces five new pups to 
the pack but faces competition from marauding hyenas, and in 
Naboisho first-time cheetah mother Kuleta struggles to keep her 
four cubs alive in a land full of dangerous predators. 

4 x 60’ 4K HDR
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Maramedia

Chasing The Rains

https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/803600768/9d99f685cd
https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/745419599/6aba4029d0
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Narrated by award-winning actress Sandra Oh, TRI-
MATES is a story of two generations of women: the 
pioneers - Jane Goodall, Dian Fossey and Birute Galdi-
kas - who set out into the jungles over half a century ago 
to live with our closest ancestors, the great apes. This 
is also the story of a new generation, transfixed by their 
stories and determined to follow the same distant paths. 
This film takes us deep into the jungles and mountains of 
Uganda, Borneo and Congo, as we explore the frontiers 
of important research and our human origins.

Trimates

2 x 60’ | 1 x 120’ 4K
NATURE, WILDLIFE, BIOGRAPHY
Original Broadcaster: CBC
Producer: Grand Passage Media

5 x 60’ 4K
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: CBC
Producer: River Road Films

Sweeping in scope yet exquisitely detailed, THE WILD 
CANADIAN YEAR captures the powerful stories of how 
each season affects the animals and plants that make 
Canada their home, revealing remarkable never- before-
seen wildlife behaviour in some of the country’s most 
remote and spectacular landscapes. With lightning 
storms and tornadoes whipping across the prairies; 
secret worlds buried beneath the snow; comatose frogs 
revived by the lifegiving rays of the warm spring sun; and 
polar bears hunting in the open summer waters; revel in 
the rare natural wonders of Canada.

Wild Dogs: 
Pack Vs. Pride

The Wild
Canadian Year

In this follow up on Wild Dogs: Running With The Pack, 
Julz is back to follow two wild dog packs and one lion 
pride - becoming the first cameraman to follow and 
chart the conflicts and interactions between these two 
top predators in the Luangwa Valley. Julz continues to 
be challenged by the landscape and environment as 
he endeavors to keep up with the wild animals. The 
immersive, on-the-shoulder style keeps us close to the 
action as Julz fixes on the fly, camps in the wilderness, 
and does what he does best – capturing stunning wildlife 
behaviour in an incredible landscape.

6 x 30’ 4K HDR
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Icon Films

STRANGE CREATURES OF THE ARCTIC highlights 
five animal winter specialists who brave the harshest 
winters with amazing evolutionary adaptations. These 
inhabitants of the Arctic and Subarctic deal with extreme 
temperatures, predators, and a changing environment 
through a variety of unique tools. Explore their environ-
ments and the evolutionary pressures that have caused 
them to develop these adaptations.

1 x 60’ 4K
NATURE, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: BBC Earth, MagellanTV
Producer: Blue Ant Digital

Strange Creatures 
Of The Arctic

New Season

https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/804031365/d2b3096779
https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/727089887/ad60dbecc5
https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/804031395/67f8cdfd7a
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DR. SAVANNAH: WILD ROSE VET follows the adventures of veterinarian 
Dr. Savannah Howse- Smith as she keeps the rural pet and animal popula-
tion healthy, while learning more about her recently confirmed Indigenous 
(Métis) bloodline and adjusting to her new cultural identity. From her work 
at Rocky Rapids Veterinarian Services, to her farm and community visits, 
to her volunteer work, Dr. Savannah is an animal’s best friend. She’s on a 
mission to use her veterinarian knowledge to help Indigenous peoples while 
discovering her own Métis roots. Smart, goofy, and passionate about every-
thing she does, Dr. Savannah is living out her childhood dream of being the 
real-life Dr. Doolittle.

22 x 30' HD
REALITY, ANIMALS
Original Broadcaster: APTN, Cottage Life
Producer: Thunderbird Entertainment

Dr. Savannah:
Wild Rose Vet

6 x 30' 4K
REALITY, WILDLIFE
Original Broadcaster: Citytv
Producer: Staying Wild Productions

At this wildlife rescue center, every creature has value. 
Cute or ugly, meek or dangerous, small or big, prey or 
predator, they each play an essential role in a greater 
ecosystem. For animals in crisis, this place offers one 
chance at survival. As these unexpected stories of animal 
rescue unfold, STAYING WILD examines the human dra-
ma that plays out within the treatment of an overwhelm-
ing number of injured wildlife.

Wildlife ER offers a rare insight into the care and treat-
ment of sick and injured animals at Australia’s busiest 
wildlife hospital. Across six episodes, we follow dedicat-
ed professionals as they work to save iconic and often 
endangered species that are struggling to survive human 
encroachment into their habitats. This dedicated team 
approach it all with a mix of skill, passion and humour - 
as they work to return these vulnerable animals back to 
their natural world.

12 x 60' 4K HDR
NATURE, ANIMALS
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: WildBear Entertainment

Staying Wild Wildlife ER

New Season

https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/808393119/cf54b9463c
https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/771198644/38accc1a88
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2 x 60' | 1 x 120' HD
HISTORY
Original Broadcaster: Channel 5
Producer: History Hit

Dan Snow and archaeologist Raksha Dave investigate how the Black 
Death devastated Britain 700 years ago. This terrible plague killed 
around 3 million people across the country, a total of 50% of the pop-
ulation. Visiting outbreak hotspots and unearthing evidence from the 
time, Dan and Raksha explore its horrific spread month-by-month as 
it crippled the country. Alongside dramatic reconstructions of events, 
they witness the terrifying symptoms of the disease. They experience 
the brutal methods used to try and cure it and they examine the latest 
cutting-edge research, revealing why the Black Death was and remains 
the most deadly pandemic in history. 

The Black Death
With Dan Snow

MYSTERIES FROM ABOVE sets out to investigate signifi-
cant historic and contemporary sites from above with drone, 
satellite, and aerial photography. Each story begins with a view 
from above, which allows a unique perspective to understand 
the site below and dramatically changes the way we see these 
mysteries, ourselves and the world around us.

20 x 60' HD
MYSTERY, HISTORY, UNEXPLAINED
Original Broadcaster: Cottage Life
Producer: Saloon Media

Mysteries
From Above

New Season

https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/809347616/7b60ced808
https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/686723120/07e414f074
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Paleoanthropologist Ella Al-Shamahi explores the grip-
ping science behind an astonishing Egyptian legend as 
she investigates if toxins inside Tutankhamun's tomb and 
among the pharaoh's treasures could explain a number 
of mysterious, cursed deaths.

2 x 60' | 1 x 120' HD
HISTORY, ARCHAEOLOGY 
Original Broadcaster: Discovery Science US, SBS,
Channel 4, National Geographic
Producer: Blink Films

Tut's Toxic Tomb

4 x 60' HD
HISTORY, TRAVEL
Original Broadcaster: Channel 5
Producer: Sandstone International

Prof Bettany Hughes is on the journey of a lifetime 
through France and Italy to understand how travel, art, 
and culture can enrich our lives. Inspired by the 18th 
Century’s Grand Tourists, Bettany is making her own 
modern, pleasure-filled pilgrimages to some of Europe’s 
most beautiful cities including Paris, Nice, Florence, 
Lake Como, Venice, and Rome. This landmark series is a 
sumptuous treat filled with staggering access, good food, 
fine wines, and the most inspiring art and history.

Bettany Hughes' 
Grand Tour: From 
Paris To Rome

8 x 60' HD
HISTORY, SCIENCE
Original Broadcaster: AETN UK, Welt Germany, Curiosity
Producer: Blink Films

CRACKING THE CODE uncovers some of the world’s 
most famous – and infamous – encryptions. From 
bizarre ancient markings to random numbers and letters, 
codes and ciphers have been used for millennia to send 
secret messages, hide identities and operate outside 
the law. Unravelling these codes can unlock military 
secrets, unmask deadly enemies and even decode lost 
civilizations. 

Cracking
The Code

https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/809125881/51c0a96fbb
https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/756928219/d6ba0e72b0
https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/740725663/b28f15fc8f
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Step inside a world of fine dining, silver service and opulent, vintage car-
riages to experience the UK’s most stunning scenery in BRITAIN'S MOST 
LUXURIOUS TRAIN JOURNEYS. From the highlands of Scotland to the 
lush mountains of Wales, the azure shoreline of the English Riviera to the 
rugged terrain of the Yorkshire Dales, each episode transports viewers 
along a different route aboard a unique and characterful, luxurious train. 
Guests share their own personal reasons for experiencing the unforget-
table journey and go behind the scenes to understand how this unique 
luxury travel experience is put together and stays on track. 

4 x 60' HD
TRAVEL, HISTORY, ADVENTURE
Original Broadcaster: Channel 4
Producer: Candour Productions

Britain's Most Luxurious 
Train Journeys

BRITAIN'S SCENIC RAILWAYS AT CHRISTMAS follows the 
railway workers, volunteers and travellers who share their expe-
riences of Britain’s most scenic railways with both warmth and 
humour during this festive time of year.

1 x 60' HD
TRAVEL, HISTORY, ADVENTURE
Original Broadcaster: Channel 4
Producer: Flint TV

Britain's Scenic
Railways At Christmas

https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/809112630/ea7a2e46de
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Across North America and the rest of the world, hur-
ricanes, storm surges, earthquakes and sea level rise 
create danger around the globe and lead to natural ca-
tastrophes. Our manmade metropolises are at constant 
risk of destruction by these elemental forces. BRINK OF 
DISASTER examines just how devastating these natural 
distasters can be, and explores how the latest science 
and technology can help.

3 x 120' | 6 x 60' HD
SCIENCE, WEATHER
Original Broadcaster: Discovery Science US
Producer: Wildflame Productions and Saloon Media

Brink
Of 
Disaster

https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/808385054/794f2b7114
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We have long suspected that our cryosphere is hiding world changing sci-
entific discoveries, historical mysteries, precious resources, rare viruses and 
even the key to the search for life elsewhere in the universe. But we’ve nev-
er been able to see all this - until now. These secrets are melting and a new 
world is emerging that will change our lives forever. This six-part adventure 
series unpicks the greatest mystery on earth today – what will be revealed 
when we LIFT THE ICE? Across six very personal journeys of discovery, we 
will follow a team of leading cryosphere experts as they climb, dive, rappel, 
ice axe and tunnel their way to the heart of an emerging global warming 
story - solving scientific and historical puzzles while showing you the very 
real future of the human race along the way.

6 x 60' 4K
SCIENCE, ENVIRONMENTAL
Original Broadcaster: Curiosity
Producer: Beach House Pictures

Lift The Ice

20 x 60' HD
SCIENCE, HISTORY
Original Broadcaster: Sky History UK, Welt Germany, Discovery+
Producer: Blink Films

Strangest Things
Our world is filled with mysterious objects surrounded by questions and 
wonder. They have captivated us, sometimes for thousands of years. Using 
the latest scientific research, declassified files, expert testimony and state 
of the art visual effects, each one hour show unpacks three riveting ob-
jects and tells their stories using a unique visual style. What connects 
Tutankhamun’s tomb to a nuclear test? What is the secret of the Screaming 
Mummy? Were leeches really used to predict the weather? STRANGEST 
THINGS reveals the true stories behind some of our world’s most bizarre 
and curious artefacts.

https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/809114918/dd133dd13f
https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/740147392/73592a37bb
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4 x 60' 4K
SCIENCE, WEATHER
Original Broadcaster: CBC
Producer: River Road Films

WILD CANADIAN WEATHER is an intimate and 
dramatic exploration of life in one of the most intense 
and challenging climates on the planet, and explores 
the ways in which landscapes, wildlife and people have 
been shaped by four key weather elements - Wind, Rain, 
Cold and Sun. This series weaves together stories of how 
different species harness the incredible power of the 
weather to migrate, hunt, escape danger, and reproduce. 

1 x 60' HD
SCIENCE, ENVIRONMENT
Original Broadcaster: CBC
Producer: Yap Films

Earth is at a tipping point. In the last 150 years, humans 
have become a geological force of nature, challenging 
and changing the face of our planet. Using satellite 
data to create earth-scale infographics, scientists are 
now able to collect data with pinpoint accuracy, and 
in the process are uncovering sobering outcomes for 
our environment over the coming generations. These 
scientists are bringing the fight directly into our own 
backyards – and to the world itself.

1 x 60' HD
SCIENCE, ENVIRONMENT
Original Broadcaster: CBC
Producer: Grand Passage Media

As the world begins to panic about global warming, what 
was once thinkable is now becoming debatable, and a 
perilous chapter opens in the climate crisis debate. David 
Suzuki journeys to the edge of science and science- 
fiction to meet the prophets of “geoengineering” who 
hope to avert climate doom by dimming the sun, 
duplication volcanoes, transforming ocean clouds and 
re-greening billions of acres of the world’s landscape. 
Are they desperate delusions that distract us from reality, 
or is there hope?

1 x 60' HD
HUMAN INTEREST, ENVIRONMENT
Original Broadcaster: CBC
Producer: Grand Passage Media

With global temperatures continuing to rise at an 
alarming rate, climate change protests are growing and 
becoming some of the largest demonstrations in history. 
REBELLION reveals the moments that sparked the 
global climate crisis movement. From Greta Thunberg’s 
“School Strike for Climate” outside of the Swedish 
parliament, to Academy Award winning actress and 
activist Jane Fonda’s arrests for climate change - this is 
a look inside the people’s resistance. Through the streets 
of Delhi, and up the steps of Congress, REBELLION is 
the story of a generation marching in revolt.

Wild Canadian 
Weather

Ice And Fire:
Tracking Canada's
Climate Crisis

Apocalypse
Plan B Rebellion

https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/804031423/89c633d71e
https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/804031491/c5b25f4eae
https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/804031459/f8dd4a3896
https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/804031550/864654d712
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46 x 30’ HD
SCRIPTED, COMEDY
Original Broadcaster: CBC
Producer: Frantic Films

A comedic hit, BARONESS VON SKETCH SHOW is a 
fast-paced and irreverent single-camera comedy, shot on 
location, that offers a witty take on everyday concerns. 
Carolyn Taylor, Meredith MacNeill, Aurora Browne and 
Jennifer Whalen star in this series that takes a comedic 
look at our narcissistic contemporary culture. From the 
politics of ordering a coffee, to entitled coworkers, to 
open relationships, this satirical sketch show holds a fun 
house mirror up to modern life.

Baroness
Von 
Sketch
Show

https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/756901348/8e067ada8d
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10 x 15’ HD | 5 x 30’ HD
SCRIPTED, COMEDY, ANIMATION
Original Broadcaster: Roku
Producer: Look Mom! Productions

The infamous Danny Doom and aspiring bartender Lhandi 
sling beers across a hellish wasteland in their mobile pub: The 
Oasis. Facing ruthless desert gangs, memory-stealing creeps, 
and even mean bathroom graffiti, all this crew’s gotta do to 
survive is not kill each other.

Doomlands
An animated comedy about a cantankerous, aging demon 
slayer who has nothing left to lose. Burdened by his “chosen 
one” status and backed by a team of specialists he can’t relate 
to, Gary struggles to keep interest in the Earth-saving duty he 
never asked for and doesn’t want.

Gary And His
Demons

13 x 30’ HD | 26 x 15’ HD
SCRIPTED, COMEDY, ANIMATION
Original Broadcaster: Amazon, FreeVee, VRV
Producer: Look Mom! Productions

New Season

https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/741877593/712b82ea90
https://vimeo.com/user24921723/review/237984728/e4b33350e5
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Bryan Gabourie
SVP, International Sales & 
Partnerships

Oversees co-productions, co-ven-
tures, pre-sales, new business 
development, and distribution 
licensing in the United States.

Nick Solowski
Senior Director, International 
Sales & Acquisitions

Oversees pre-sales and content
licensing across Canada and 
Asia-Pacific.

Solange Attwood
Executive Vice President, 
International

Oversees all global co-productions
across all genres, responsible for
overall management and strategic
direction for Blue Ant International.

Kate Blank
VP, International Sales

Gerbrig Blanksma
SVP, International Sales & 
Partnerships

Oversees sales, acquisitions, 
partnership opportunities and pre-
sales outside of North America and 
licensing to the UK, Scandinavia 
and Italy.

bryan.gabourie@blueantmedia.com

nick.solowski@blueantmedia.comsolange.attwood@blueantmedia.com kate.blank@blueantmedia.com

gerbrig.blanksma@blueantmedia.com

Hello.
Maria Ibarra
VP, International Sales

Oversees pre-sales and content 
licensing across US Hispanic, Latin 
America and Iberia.

maria.ibarra@blueantmedia.com

Lilla Hurst
Global Head of Acquisitions
& Partnerships

Oversees co-production & pre-
sales financing for our global con-
tent partners and leads acquisition 
strategy with third party production 
partners.

Ben Barrett
Global Head of Content
Financing & Partnerships

Oversees co-production & pre-
sales financing for our global con-
tent partners and leads acquisition 
strategy with third party production 
partners.

lilla.hurst@blueantmedia.comben.barrett@blueantmedia.com

Sarah Hussain
Director, Sales & Acquisitions

sarah.hussain@blueantmedia.com

Oversees pre-sales and content
licensing across the Middle East, 
Africa, Benelux and Ancillary. 

Oversees pre-sales and content 
licensing across French-Speaking 
Europe, German-Speaking Europe 
and Eastern Europe.
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